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Summary
When collaborating, developers often create and change software artifacts without being fully

aware of teammembers’ work. While such independence is essential for increasing development

productivity, it might also result in conflicts when integrating developers’ contributions. To better

understand the conflicts revealed by failures when building integrated code, we investigate their

frequency, structure, and adopted resolution patterns in 451 open-source Java projects. To detect

such build conflicts, we select merge scenarios from git repositories, parse their Travis build logs,

and check whether the build error messages are related to the merged changes.We find and clas-

sify 239 build conflicts and their resolution patterns. Most build conflicts are caused by missing

declarations removed or renamed by one developer but referenced by another developer. Con-

flicts caused by renaming are often resolved by updating themissing reference, whereas removed

declarations are often reintroduced. Most fix commits are authored by one of the merge scenario

contributors. Based on our catalogue of conflict causes, awareness tools could alert develop-

ers about the risk of conflict situations. Program repair tools could benefit from our catalogue

of resolution patterns to automatically fix conflicts; we illustrate that with a proof of concept

implementation of a tool that fixes conflicts.
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1 INTRODUCTION

When collaborating, developers create and change software artifacts often without full awareness of changes being made by other teammembers.
While such independence is essential for non-small teams,1 and might increase development productivity, it might also result in conflicts when
integrating developers’ changes. In fact, high degrees of parallel changes and integration conflicts have been observed in a number of industrial and
open-source projects that use different kinds of version control systems 1,2,3,4. These integration conflicts have been observed even when using
advanced merge tools 5,6,7,8,9 that avoid common spurious merge conflicts reported by the state of the practice tools.

Resolving such integration conflicts might be time-consuming and is an error-prone activity 10,11,12, negatively impacting development produc-
tivity. So, to avoid dealing with them, developers have been adopting risky practices, such as rushing to finish changes first 13,10 and even making
partial check-ins 14. Similarly, partially motivated by the need to reduce conflicts, or at least avoid large conflicts, development teams have been
adopting techniques such as trunk-based development 15,16,17 and feature toggles 18,15,19,20, which are important to support actual continuous
integration (CI) 21, but might lead to extra code complexity 22.

Although evidence in the literature is mostly limited tomerge conflicts 2,5,23,8 and other kinds of build errors 24,25,26, a couple of studies investigate
the frequency of build conflicts 3,4; conflicts revealed after a successful merge by failures when building the integrated (merged) code. Prior studies
on the literature investigate code integration conflicts and their impact on quality and productivity on software development. Although there is a

1Projects involving non-small teams might face more code integration problems as more developers may simultaneously change the same files. However,
small teams might face these problems as well.
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range of different conflicts, the majority of the studies focus on textual conflicts, exploring their causes, associated factors, and technologies to
resolve or prevent them. On the other hand, not so much is known about other kinds of conflicts. Regarding build conflicts, the subject of our
study, Kasi and Sarma 4 and Brun et al. 3 report the frequency of this type of conflicts, but they do not focus on understanding their causes and
resolutions. Recently, Sung et al. 27 attempt to address that gap by manually analyzing conflicts and extracting their causes. For that, they analyze
integrations from forks of a C++ project. These studies bring evidence that build conflicts impact developers during development. However, there is
still a gap that must be addressed regarding the causes of conflicts and their resolution patterns. As these related studies 4,3 observe build conflicts
in a small number of projects (three and four, respectively), it is important to observe build conflict frequency in a larger context, as we do here
analyzing more than 450 open-source projects. Furthermore, previous studies do not investigate further aspects related to build conflicts. In this
study, we go further analyzing and classifying unexplored aspects such as conflict structure and adopted resolution patterns. Better understanding
these aspects might help us to derive guidelines for avoiding build conflicts, improve awareness tools to better assess conflict risk, and develop
new tools for automatically fixing conflicts.

So, to investigate the frequency, structure, and resolution patterns of build conflicts, we analyze merge scenarios (merge commits and the
associated parent commits containing the integrated changes) from 451 GitHub open-source Java projects. These projects use Travis CI— a popular
service offering build process information through an open API 28,29— for continuous integration or simply automating build creation and analysis.
To collect build conflicts, we select merge scenarios from the git repositories and check through Travis services whether the merge commit build is
broken (errored status).2 To make sure the integrated changes cause the breakage, we parse the Travis logs generated when building the commits in
a scenario and automatically check whether the logged error messages are related to the merged changes; when our scripts are not able to check
that, they confirm conflict occurrence by observing whether the parent commits present superior status (failed or passed) to the merge commit
and whether this commit contains only the integrated changes. For exceptional cases not supported by our scripts, we report conflicts detected
by a manual analysis presented in Section 4 and related threats discussed in Section 6. Although we investigate conflicts using Travis CI, we focus
only on conflicts caused by contribution changes on source code. In this study, we do not target eventual conflicts caused by the environment and
configuration of CI services.

We find and classify 239 build conflicts, deriving a catalogue of build conflict causes expressed in terms of the structure of the changes that
lead to the conflicts. For conflicts with associated fixes, we analyze how developers fixed them, deriving a catalogue of common conflict resolution
patterns. We enrich these catalogues by also finding and analyzing build failures caused by immediate post-integration changes, which are often
performed with the aim of fixing merge conflicts, but ended up creating build issues. Although we conservatively do not consider these as conflicts
because the integrated changes do not cause the failure, they are closely related. The frequencies in both catalogues show that most build break-
ages are caused by missing declarations removed or renamed by one developer but referenced by another developer’s changes. Moreover, the
conflicts caused by renaming are often resolved by updating the dangling reference, whereas the conflicts caused by deletion are often resolved
by reintroducing declarations. To resolve build conflicts, developers often fix the integrated code, instead of completely discarding changes and
conservatively restoring the project state to a previous commit. We have also observed that most fix commits are authored by one of the merge
scenarios’ contributors.

Based on the catalogue of build conflict causes derived from our study, awareness tools could alert developers about the risk of a number of
conflict situations they currently do not support. Program repair tools could benefit from the derived catalogue of build conflict resolution patterns,
and the study infrastructure, to automatically fix conflicts. We illustrate that with a proof of concept implementation that recommends and applies
fixes for some build conflict causes reported in our catalogue. The current implementation could have automatically fixed 21% of the build conflicts
in our sample, partially covering three conflict types, if used by the respective development teams.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 motivates our study and introduces our research questions. Section 3 explains our study
setup and the approach we use for detecting build conflicts. In Section 4, we present the results, which are further discussed in Section 5. Threats
to the validity of our study are discussed in Section 6. Section 7 discusses related work. Finally, in Section 8, we present our conclusions.

2In Travis terminology, failed indicates the build and compilation phases of the build process were successfully performed, but at least one test failed. So
passed is superior to failed, which is superior to errored.
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FIGURE 1 Build conflicts in practice. On the bottom, blue and pink circles represent commits done by Rachel and Lucas, respectively. In contrast,
the orange circle represents the previous commit in the main branch before the described merge scenario. Above some developers’ commits, gray
squares represent the build processes done locally on the developers’ workspace (3, for successful builds). Black arrows link commits to their
ancestors. Finally, on the top, green arrows associate commits from the remote repository with their build processes (blue boxes) on the Continuous
Integration (CI) service. Above each build, we present its status (3 and !, for successful and errored builds, respectively). For simplicity, we do not
present commits done on developers’ private repositories.

2 BUILD CONFLICTS IN PRACTICE

2.1 Motivating Example
To illustrate a build conflict occurrence, consider an adapted example from the Quickml project.3 Hypothetical developers Lucas and Rachel are
assigned different, but related, tasks. They start working on their private repositories, which are updated with respect to the main project repos-
itory (illustrated in Figure 1). Assuming the latest commit in the repository is C0, Rachel finishes her work creating commit C1. At this point, she
successfully builds and tests her version of the project (build process) and immediately sends her contribution to the main repository.

Later, Lucas finishes his work creating commit C2. He also makes sure that his changes do not break the build, successfully building and testing
the project at state C2. Nevertheless, before sending his contribution to the main repository, Lucas notices Rachel’s updates in C1. By quickly
inspecting that, he is relieved because Rachel changed a disjoint set of files and, consequently, he will not need to fix merge conflicts. He then
rushes to send his contribution to the main repository, creating a merge commit C3 (upstream).

Before starting his new task, Lucas updates his private repository, checks the new commit C3, and decides to run the system to have a look at
the new functionalities added by Rachel. He is then worried to see error messages after trying to build the project, and realizes that the project
main repository is in an inconsistent state.

By talking to Rachel and confirming that the build process failure (errored status) observed for C3 was not directly inherited from a
defect in C1 or C2— builds were fine for both commits—, the developers suspect the changes from one of them unintendedly interfere 7,30

with the changes of the other. Trying to confirm the interference, Lucas checks the broken build log. He observes that a method call for
ignoreAttributeAtNodeProbability, in the StaticBuilders class, is the source of a compilation error because its declaration is missing in the
TreeBuilder class. Investigating the TreeBuilder class, he confirms the method is not declared. However, he is sure this method declaration was
available when he was working on his task and added the now problematic method call. Consulting the project history, Lucas notices that Rachel,
unaware of Lucas’ task, renamed the ignoreAttributeAtNodeProbability method in C1. He then realizes that the changes interfere, causing a
build conflict, that is, a build breakage in a merge commit, caused by interaction among integrated changes.

To fix this build conflict, Lucas changes the method call using the newmethod name attributeIgnoringStrategy. He now successfully creates
an executable build restoring the main repository consistency by sending a conflict fix (commit C4). A more experienced developer would maybe
not have rushed as Lucas did, first pulling Rachel’s changes to her private repository, merging them, and making sure she can successfully build and
test the integrated code. Adopting this strategy would have avoided leaving the main repository in an inconsistent state, but would not avoid the

3Build ID sanity/quickml/53571613, Merge Commit 62a2190.

https://travis-ci.org/sanity/quickml/builds/53571613
https://github.com/sanity/quickml/commit/62a2190
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conflict nor the effort to resolve it. The developer would have to stop her work, understand the problem, and find and fix the conflict. Similarly, a
more prudent teamwouldmaybe have a continuous integration service running on themain repository, and adopt a pull-request based contribution
model. This contribution model would avoid the inconsistent state, and help to earlier detect the conflict, but would not necessarily avoid it. In
the discussed merge scenario, we illustrate the occurrence of a single build conflict. However, a single merge scenario may have several conflicts
caused by different types and changes, requiring specific treatment for each one.

Ourmotivating example presents a specific context inwhich build conflictsmay occur. However, there are other possible contexts and associated
consequences, in practice. For example, conflicts may affect productivity and limit the access to resources shared by the development team.
Consider a build process that takes a long time to complete, and the build breaks caused because of a build conflict. Despite the time spent by the
developer for finding and fixing the conflict, the failed build process held resources that might be relocated for other build processes. Although
the discussed build conflict appears when different branches of a single project are integrated, these conflicts are not exclusive to integrations
involving a single project. Sung et al. 27 report build conflicts also occur when different projects are integrated. In their study, conflicts occur when
developers pull changes from the main project (Chromium) into another project (Edge). Since both involved projects are in conflicting different
states, build conflicts are reported.

In our motivating example, we present a build conflict caused by a merge scenario remotely performed, when the developers have the required
permissions to directly update the main repository. However, a build conflict may also happen when the development team does not own these
permissions. For example, during the acceptance of a pull request (PR) on GitHub, the current repository state may be conflicting with the PR
changes. In case the repository adopts CI services like Travis CI, the broken build would be reported on the GitHub PR page, and the conflict could
be easily detected. Thus, the integrator would deal with the conflict or request changes to the contributors until the problem is fixed. Otherwise,
the PR could be accepted, polluting the main repository.

We believe that projects adopting CI service and a pull-based development process, soon after a developer submits a pull request, GitHub
invokes Travis services and annotates the pull request with the resulting build information. In case there is a build problem, this is clearly indicated
in the main pull request page at GitHub. Reviewers, noticing a build problem in the pull request, might prefer to delay revision until the build issue is
solved. Zampetti et al. 31 report that when a PR build breaks due to compilation problems, reviewers discuss very little about the related causes, as
these generic errors could be fixed through private builds. This way, we decided to not investigate code review comments in our study, as we believe
we could not extract additional information that would allow us to better understand the causes of conflicts. However, in order to understand the
possible information we could extract from PRs discussions, we decided to randomly pick up 10 merge scenarios with build conflicts of our sample
that were integrated through PRs. In all of them, when there is a discussion, the reviewers and PR authors discuss general ideas of the PR proposal,
not specifically build breakages. We also observe that in some cases the PR build is stable (passed), but before the PR acceptance, new changes are
integrated into the main repository leading the PR build to break after the integration. So our dataset contains only commit information. Based on
the merge commit information, we could likely retrieve pull request information from GitHub, that is, pull requests that include the merge commit
under analysis. This way, we would also have to consider that not all merge commits were integrated to the main repository through pull requests.
Last, it is essential to highlight that build conflicts would only be avoided by not simultaneously performing conflicting tasks. Otherwise, a conflict
would be locally or remotely detected at some point.

Someone may argue that PR integration could be prioritized aiming to reduce the chances of conflicting integrations 32. However, even in such
circumstances, build conflicts might be earlier detected but not avoided. Build conflicts do not exclusively occur when changes are integrated
upstream, resulting in conflicts reaching the remote repositories that we investigate here. As a result, the previous mentioned breakage state would
be observed when a developer locally updates her private repository with the upstream and builds the project. However, in this case, once the
conflict is detected, the developer is expected to locally apply changes to fix the conflict and push them to the remote repository. If these activities
of detecting and fixing conflicts frequently happen, resolving them end up being a tedious and error-prone activity 27.

Although our motivating example has been simplified for space reasons, it illustrates the kind of conflict we consider in our study, and how they
might impair team productivity. However, our conflict classification is programming language type-specific since a single conflict cause may arise
at different situations relying on the language types. Whereas our discussion makes sense for a Java or C++ project, in a Ruby or Python project,
for example, the illustrated conflict would not be revealed during build time. Due to Ruby dynamic features, there is no pre-execution check about
the existence of method declarations. The conflict would be revealed only during testing or system execution in production.

2.2 Research Questions
Considering the just discussed negative consequences of build conflicts, it is important to study how often they occur in practice. This partially
motivated a couple of studies that investigate the frequency of build conflicts 3,4. Kasi and Sarma 4 report that build conflict rates substantially vary
across projects, ranging from 2% to 15%. Brun et al. 3 find a similar range: 1% to 10%. However, this is not the main focus of the two mentioned
papers; the authors observe build conflicts in a small number of projects— three in one study and four in the other. It is then important to observe
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conflict frequency in a larger context. In this study, we consider a substantially larger sample, with 451 projects and 20 times more merge scenarios
(57065) than the aggregated sample of the two studies, to answer the following research question.

RQ1 – Frequency: How frequently do build conflicts occur?

To identify build conflict occurrences, we look for merge scenarios with broken merge commit builds (errored build status) and an error message
not related to Travis environment issues (like timeout of the build process). To make sure the errored status was caused by the integrated changes,
and it is actually a conflict, we further parse the Travis logs generated when building the commits in a scenario and automatically check whether the
logged error messages are related to the changes. Suppose our scripts are not able to check that due to the limited set of patterns they recognize. In
that case, they confirm conflict occurrence by observing whether the merge commit parents both present superior status (failed or passed), and the
merge commit contains only the integrated changes. We conservatively do not classify the breakage as a conflict if it is caused by post-integration
changes, which are often applied to fix merge conflicts but could also cause build breakage.

Although useful as initial evidence of build conflict occurrence, previous work of Kasi and Sarma 4 and Brun et al. 3 do not bring information
about conflict causes. They do not investigate the structure of changes that cause build conflicts. We go further by investigating and classifying
these causes. Seo et al. 33 present technical causes for broken builds in general, but do not study build conflicts in particular. They mostly explore
individual developers’ changes that break builds. They do not study individual changes that do not break builds, but that interact unexpectedly
and lead to broken builds when integrated. Understanding the structure of parallel changes that lead to build conflicts might help us to derive
guidelines for avoiding such conflicts, and to improve awareness tools to better assess conflict risk. Hence, our second research question, which
has not been explored before, is the following.

RQ2 – Causes:What are the structures of the changes that cause build conflicts?

Based on the results of RQ1, we further analyze build logs and the source code of merge scenarios, classifying and quantifying the kinds of
changes we observe. As a result, we derive a catalogue of build conflict causes, and identify the most common causes.

Identifying conflict causes might help developers to reduce conflict numbers, but most likely will not eliminate them 34. Fixing merge conflicts
might be a demanding and tedious task 11,2. Fixing build conflicts might be even harder and risky, since semantic aspects must be taken into account.
Build conflicts may have different causes requiring different treatment to detect and also deal with them. As a result, developers should spendmore
time fixing these conflicts, negatively impacting team productivity and software quality as fixing conflicts is an error-prone activity. So, to reduce
build conflict resolution effort, it is important to better understand which resolution patterns are adopted, and maybe automate some of them. It is
also important to understand whether conflicts are fixed by both contributors and integrators, especially because integrators might have a harder
time fixing them.When we say contributor changes, we mean changes performed before integration, while integrator changes are done during the
integration.4 It is also possible that contributors play the role of integrators when integrating their contributions. Thus, our third research question,
and a complementary related question, is the following:

RQ3 – Resolution Patterns:Which resolution patterns are adopted to fix build conflicts?
RQ3.1 - Fixer:Who does fix build conflicts?

To answer these questions, which have also not been explored before by previous work of Kasi and Sarma 4 and Brun et al. 3, our scripts perform
an automated analysis between the broken merge scenario and the closest commit that fixes the conflict. Analyzing these fix changes allows us,
at least partially, with a focus on technical terms, to derive some understanding about build conflict resolution, as we report a catalogue with the
adopted resolution patterns. However, we do not investigate the motivation/discussion among developers when deciding which fix is adopted for
a conflict. As we mentioned before, Zampetti et al. 31 inform that when compilation errors arise in PRs, for example, they are very little discussed
by reviewers, as these generic errors could be easily fixed through private builds. Finally, we opt to keep RQ2 and RQ3 separately, as it helps one
to contrast our work with related work. For example, Seo et al. 33 investigate RQ2, but not RQ3, while Sung et al. 27 mainly focus on RQ3, but not
RQ2. Section 7 discusses these differences in detail.

4This is related but not strictly the same as an alternative terminology 35 that considers contributors as commit authors, and integrators as project
members that inspect and integrate changes into the project’s main development line. In this terminology, contributors might also play the role of integrators
when integrating their contributions.
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FIGURE 2 Study setup composed of three steps. The first step (Section 3.1) mines project repositories. Step two (Section 3.2) filters merge scenarios
and yield build conflict candidates. Finally, step three (Section 3.3) classifies build conflict causes and resolution patterns.

3 STUDY SETUP

To answer the just discussed research questions, we structured our experiment in three main steps, as represented in Figure 2. For automating
this process, we implemented scripts that perform the analyses required for the experiment. Although most of this process is automatically done
using these scripts, we performmanual analysis to detect conflicts for exceptional cases not supported by our scripts due to limitations. We explain
later in this section when this manual analysis is performed. In the first step, our scripts mined project repositories in GitHub and Travis to get the
information required for the experiment, including the source code and build status of commits that are part of merge scenarios. As explained in
Section 2.2, we collected only merge scenarios with broken merge commit builds (errored build status). In the second step, our scripts parsed the
Travis build logs of the collected scenarios to filter out scenarios with build breakages caused by non integration related causes such as execution
timeout of the Travis services. Finally, in the last step, our scripts confirmed conflict occurrence, and classified conflicts and the adopted resolution
patterns. The scripts we used to automate these steps are available online 36 to support replications.

3.1 Selecting Candidate Merge Scenarios
To explain in more detail how we select candidate merge scenarios for our experiment, we first discuss our project sample. Then we explain the
criteria we use to select scenarios from our project sample.

Project Sample
As our experiment relies on the analysis of source code and build status information, we opt for GitHub projects that use Travis CI for continuous
integration for service popularity reasons. As a significant part of our automated analysis is programming language-dependent, we consider only
Java projects. Similarly, as Travis build log parsing depends on the underlying build automation infrastructure, we analyze only Maven 37 projects;
its log reports are very informative compared to the reports of other dependency managers. Considering more languages, build systems and CI
services would demand more implementation effort.

We start with the projects used in the studies of Munaiah et al. 38 and Beller et al. 39, which include a large number of selected and active open-
source projects covering different languages and domains. For each project, the datasets also inform whether the project adopts any continuous
integration service. We then select Java projects that satisfy the following criteria: (i) presence of the .travis.yml file in the root directory of the
latest revision5 of the project (this indicates that the project is configured to use the Travis service); (ii) presence of at least a build process in the
Travis service, and confirmation of its active status, which indicates that the project has actually used the service; (iii) presence of the pom.xml

5As in August 2018.
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TABLE 1 Summary of Merge Scenarios with Build Conflicts

Number of projects 451
Number of Merge Scenarios (MS) 57065
Errored MS 4252
MS with Build Conflicts 65
Number of Build Conflicts 239

file in the root directory of the latest revision of the project (this indicates the use of Maven), and absence of Gradle 40 configuration files, which
could represent early use of Maven, but later migration to Gradle, demanding a different build log parser; and finally, (iv) the project should have
at least one merge scenario considering the history interval we were analyzing. We discuss the threats regarding our choices in Section 6. This
way, we ensure only Java projects that use Maven and Travis were selected 28,29. As a result, we select a sample of 451 projects. Some projects of
our sample are also evaluated by related work. However, all these projects adopted Travis after 2015, which is the initial year we consider to mine
merge scenarios. Statistical information and associated discussion about our sample can be found online 36.

Our sample has projects from different domains, such as APIs, platforms, and Network protocols, varying in size and number of developers.
The Truth project has approximately 31.2 KLOC, while Jackson Databind has more than 113 KLOC. Moreover, the Web Magic project has 45
collaborators, while OkHttp has 195. We believe larger projects were filtered out of our sample because of two main criteria. First, some of these
projects do not adopt public/free CI practices such as Travis CI. For example, the project Liferay Portal does not indicate the adoption of an online
CI service. However, it has configuration files that suggest the adoption of a private CI option. Second, other projects have adopt Travis only after
we run our related studies. For example, the project Apache Commons Lang adopted Travis in 2017. The complete list of the analyzed projects can
be found online 36.

Merge Scenario Candidates
For each selected project, our scripts locally clone the project and select6 merge commits created after the project adopted Travis CI, that is, the
first build appeared in Travis. Since Travis CI is a relatively recent technology, most projects adopted it later in their history. Our filter then makes
sure we select merge scenarios that are Travis ready. We also avoid selecting fast-forward situations 41, p. 69, as they do not correspond to a code
integration scenario. Applying this filter to our project sample, we obtained 57065 merge commits. By collecting each merge commit with its
parents (the associated changes it integrates), we obtain a sample with the same number of merge scenarios (second row in Table 1).

For each merge scenario in our sample, we try to identify the Travis builds associated with the merge commit and its two parents. As not all
commits originally have an associated Travis build, we force the creation of builds for these unbuilt commits. Our scripts use GitHub’s API7 to fork
the corresponding project, and then reset the fork head to the unbuilt commits, triggering Travis service to start the build process. As a result,
these commits are finally built. With builds for the commits in a merge scenario, we filter our sample by selecting only the scenarios with broken
merge commit builds. That is, scenarios having merge commits with errored build status. We select or discard a merge scenario based on its final
build status. A build can group different jobs that are build processes with a specific list of steps. Developers may use different jobs to build the
same code under different environment options, like, different operating systems, platforms, and language versions. This way, each job may require
access to different resources and break due to different reasons. If one of the jobs breaks due to an unavailable external resource, while the others
are successful, the final build status is broken as it considers the job with the minimal status. However, when a compilation problem occurs, we
observe that all jobs present the same result. So, if a build is composed of many jobs and not all jobs have the same final status, we do not check
individual job status to reach a decision. We consider the final status reported by Travis that takes into consideration all valid build jobs. To avoid
bias, we also discard duplicate merge scenarios, which involve different merge commit hashes but have the same parents. Otherwise, the same
merge scenario would be evaluated twice and introduce noise in our results as we would report duplicate conflicts caused by the same changes.
As a result, 4252 merge scenarios are classified (third row in Table 1).

3.2 Removing Merge Scenarios Broken by Build System Issues
To ensure the merge scenarios selected so far are associated with conflicts, and to better understand what caused the errored status, we further
investigate the build status and associated logs of the merge commits. This investigation is needed because the broken build status might have

6We use the git log –merges command with an extra parameter specifying the initial date to drive the search.
7https://developer.github.com/v3/

https://github.com/google/truth
https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-databind
https://github.com/code4craft/webmagic
https://github.com/square/okhttp
https://developer.github.com/v3/
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TABLE 2 Build error messages related to broken builds during the build process on Travis.

Error Category Error Build Error Message

Static Semantic

Unimplemented Method does not override method
Duplicated Declaration is already defined in

Unavailable Symbol
cannot find class
cannot find method
cannot find variable

Incompatible Method Signature
no suitable method found for
cannot be aplied to

Incompatible Types
error: incompatible types
cannot be converted

Other Static Analysis Project Rules
some files do not have the
expected license header

Environment Resource Remote problems
The job exceeded...
No output received...
Your test run exceeded

Dependency Environment configuration could not (find OR transfer) artifact

been caused by a number of reasons not related to the merged contributions. In particular, the breakage might have been caused by build system
issues such as execution timeout of the Travis services, or unresolvable dependencies no longer supported by Travis. Another example of broken
builds is caused by changes performed in the environment or build script files, not on source code changed by both contributions in a merge
scenario. As previously motivated, in our study, we only consider as build conflicts those cases caused by contributions performed on source code
files. Eventual conflicts involving no source code files are not targeted in our study. As previously discussed (see Section 2.2), previous studies
investigate build conflicts, but they do not explore aspects like the causes and resolution patterns adopted, as we do here. So we further analyze,
for each merge commit build, its Travis log report.

Our scripts parse each log and search for the specific error messages listed in the third column of Table 2. This list was incrementally derived
by observing the error messages of broken merge builds in our sample. Initially, whenever our script could not parse a log, we would extend it to
consider the new kind of message that appeared in that log and run it all over again. As a result, we have a list of the most common error messages
in our sample, being able to classify most (99%) broken builds we found. The remaining 1% of the cases are not classified, as their logs were empty
or without information that let us classify the cause; it may happen because old Maven versions do not report logs with complete information.
Our scripts do this analysis based on matchings between the expected and the observed string in the build file logs; if our scripts fail to perform
these checks due to limitations, we miss these conflicts so that we may have false negatives. To measure these false negatives, we would need to
build merge commits, probably updating the adopted Maven version, and expect to have access to a log with complete information. However, our
scripts present a high precision when selecting or removing merge scenarios during this analysis. The third column of Table 2 highlights how we
group such error messages into conflict causes expressed in terms of the structure of the changes that lead to the conflicts. These causes are then
grouped in the categories that appear in the second column.

To filter out scenarios with build breakages caused by build system issues, we discard scenarios with broken merge commit builds whose logs
have one of the error messages listed in rows Environment Resource and Dependency of Table 2. For these cases, we have no evidence that the
corresponding build breakages are caused by the integrated changes, or are related to build conflicts.

3.3 Classifying Conflicting Contributions and Resolution Patterns
As presented in Table 2, errored builds might have many causes, and these are associated with specific error messages. However, even after
discarding breakages caused by build system issues, these messages’ occurrences do not imply conflict occurrences since the integrated changes
might not have caused the error. For example, the breakage might have been inherited from one of the parent commits instead of conflicting
contributions. We now discuss the extra checks needed to confirm conflict occurrence and classify conflicts according to the mentioned causes.
We structured all adopted steps for the detection of conflicts in three main steps, as represented in Figure 3. Additional information about this
process can be found online 36.
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FIGURE 3 All adopted steps for the detection of build conflicts. In the first step, merge scenarios are classified based on their main associated build
breakage types (related or not with environmental issues). In the second step, for each merge scenario with a possible conflict, our scripts extract
the associated build breakage cause. Finally, in step three, conflicts are detected based on syntactic analysis of parent contributions’ changes, a
new heuristic involving parent build statuses and merge scenario state, or manual analysis.

Checking Build Conflicts
To make sure an errored merge commit build in one of the selected scenarios corresponds to a build conflict, we have to check whether the
integrated changes caused the build breakage (see the second step in Figure 3). So, we parse the build log and check whether the logged error
messages are related to the changes integrated into the merge commit. (see the third step in Figure 3). To capture the integrated changes, we use
GumTree 42 to compute syntactic diffs among the merge commit, its parents, and the associated base8 commit. Conceptually, the spectrum of build
conflict causes can be defined by pairs of source code changes that affect each other in the sense that, when merged, they result in an invalid
program (compilation problem) or an error during the build process. As we adopt a conservative and empirical approach to detect conflicts, our
results partially cover the spectrum of causes.

When our scripts, due to the limited set of recognized patterns supported by them, are not able to check that error messages are related to the
changes, they confirm conflict occurrence by observing whether the merge commit parents present superior status (failed or passed), and the merge
commit contains only the integrated changes (see the third step in Figure 3). For that, our scripts locally replicate the merge scenario, merging
the parent contributions into a new commit. They then check whether this new replicated commit has any difference when compared with the
original merge commit. If no difference is observed, we assume the broken build is caused by the parent contributions revealing a build conflict
as the parents present no errored build status. Changes performed after the merge commit creation, by git amend commands, for example, could
be part of the amended merge commit, leading to false positives in our results. For example, suppose a developer applies fixes for textual merge
conflicts during integration. In that case, we might not report the build conflict occurrence exclusively based on the superior parent build statuses,
as the extra changes might be responsible for the breakage. This way, we adopt a more conservative approach to detect conflicts, ensuring that
the merge scenario holds only the integrated changes, while the parent commits present superior build statuses. Our heuristic is based on the
following assumptions:

• As the parent commits present superior build statuses, we may conclude that no compilation problems occur during their build processes. If
any compilation problems occur after integration, that is, the creation of the merge commit, these problems were caused by the integration
of parent contributions or extra changes.

• A merge scenario holding only the integrated changes, and associated with compilation problems, indicates the parent contributions cause
such a problem. A compilation problem would not be motivated by unavailable external remote services, for example.

For confirming the Unavailable Symbol conflict, for example, we initially look for declarations removed or renamed by the changes of one devel-
oper, but referenced by the changes of the other developer.9 So, after confirming the presence of a “cannot find. . . ” error message (see Table 2,

8The latest common ancestor to the parent commits.
9Conflicts might even happen when integrating changes a single developer made to different branches or repositories. For simplicity, in the explanation,

we consider just the most common case of conflicts caused by integrating different developers changes.
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third column, fourth row) in the log, our scripts further parse the log to extract the following information: the missing symbol and the involved classes
(one references the symbol, the other should have declared the symbol). With this information, to confirm the conflict, our scripts check whether
one of the parents remove the declaration of the missing symbol from one of the involved classes, while the other parent adds a reference to the
missing symbol in the other involved class (see Algorithm 1). These checks confirm the parent contributions are responsible for the error reported
by the broken build. The scripts also consider the case when the removed declaration and added reference are in the same class. The scripts used
to perform the analysis for all build conflict causes are based on matchings expected and observed strings in the GumTree logs associated with
the conflicting files. These logs are generated based on the parent commits (holding the changes performed by each parent during their contri-
butions) and the base commit (the common ancestor). In case our scripts check the expected matching, a build conflict is detected. Although we
report Unavailable Symbol as a cause for build conflicts, our scripts do not cover all situations in which this cause could occur. For example, con-
sider a developer that updates an import declaration from java.util.* to java.lang.List, while another developer adds a new reference for
java.lang.ArrayList in a different version of the same file. After integration, a build conflict is expected to be reported caused by an Unavailable
Symbol, but the current implementation of our scripts do not detect them.

Algorithm 1 Checking conflict occurrence for Unavailable Symbol
AreTheParentContributionsConflicting(diffChangedFilesByLeft, diffChangedFilesByRight, missingSymbol, classWithTheMissingSymbol, classCall-
ingMissingSymbol)

1: if diffChangedF ilesByLeft[classWithTheMissingSymbol].match(/Delete (Simple|Qualified)+NamemissingSymbol/) then
2: if diffChangedF ilesByRight[classCallingMissingSymbol].match(/Insert (Simple|Qualified)+NamemissingSymbol/) then

return True
3: end if
4: end if return False

Under the presence of the “cannot find. . . ” error message (see Table 2, third column, fourth rows), or in pathological cases of build logs that do
not conform to the common expected format parsed by our scripts, we manually analyze the merge scenario to confirm conflict occurrences (see
the third step in Figure 3). We check whether the integrated changes either removed and added references as just explained, or removed a build
dependency that declares the missing symbol, causing a build dependency issue. In both cases, we rely on the file name information in the build
log. One single author performs this manual analysis. Although the scripts could not detect the conflict in these cases, they inform the classes
the author should look at to mitigate errors or mistakes during this analysis. We opt for not automating these cases because they rarely occur
in our sample; for example, in our study, a removed build dependency causes a conflict only in one scenario. We actually adopt an on-demand
approach for evolving the scripts, with a few cycles of first extending script functionality as needed, followed by rerunning the experiment, and
then identifying and analyzing common cases not captured by the scripts. Build conflicts associated with Incompatible Types and Project Rules are
manually checked. Automatically detecting conflicts caused by Incompatible Types using GumTree diffs might introduce false positives in our results,
as the diffs treat object types as strings. Suppose a project has two classes with the same name but on different packages, GumTree treats them
as one single type. So our scripts could not differentiate them. Besides that, for cases caused by external dependencies, we could not compare
different jar files using GumTree. In the same way, to automatically detect conflicts caused by Project Rules, we would need to work with XML and
Java files as this cause involves style changes. However, we can not track style changes on GumTree diffs. We discuss the threats related to this
manual analysis in Section 6.

In case the logged error messages are not related to the changes integrated into the merge commit, we further investigate the merge scenario.
We confirm that such build failures are caused by immediate post-integration changes, often performed with the aim of fixing merge conflicts. In
this case, the integrator changes, not the contributors’ changes, cause the problem.10 So we do not consider that a build conflict, but a broken build
caused by changes applied to fix a merge conflict, or amend a merge commit for other reasons. Nevertheless, as these cases might also benefit
from a number of applications of our results for conflicts, our scripts also analyze them. For confirming Unavailable Symbol breakages caused by
post-integration changes, our scripts check whether both parents’ changes keep the missing symbol declaration. If so, it implies that the integrator
removed or renamed the symbol declaration. In case we cannot check this, our scripts apply a similar approach used to identify build conflicts. Our
scripts now check again whether the merge commit parents present a superior status (failed or passed), and if the merge commit does not contain
only the integrated changes. We check this replicating the merge scenario again and comparing the new merge commit with the original merge
commit.

We follow a similar approach for confirming the other conflict causes. For brevity, they appear only online 36.

10The same developer might be playing both roles in the same merge scenario, but that is not necessarily the case.
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Build Conflict Fixes
For each build conflict identified in the previous steps, we analyze the adopted conflict resolution pattern and who (integrator or contributor) was
responsible for applying the fix. So we first look for fix commits performed in the main branch. For a merge commit with a build conflict, and
consequently, a broken build, the fix commit is the first commit that follows the merge commit and has a superior build status. For build conflicts,
we consider failed and passed as superior status for a fix; both statuses indicate that the source code could at least be compiled. Our approach
considers the commit fix statuses as the starting point for our analysis. Suppose a possible fix commit under analysis does not present a superior
build status. In that case, we move for the next commit performed after the previous commit under analysis until we find a proper commit with a
superior build status. We adopt this strategy because a developer might have created a few conflicts before she is actually successful in fixing the
conflict. If the fix is associated with a commit that introduces new conflicts or errors motivated by the commit changes, the build process fails as
expected, leading our scripts to move to the next commit, instead of already extract the resolution pattern.

Our scripts automatically analyze the fix commits, extracting common resolution patterns that appear in the third column of Table 4. Similar to
the scripts that identify conflict causes (see Section 3.3), we adopted an on-demand and relevance based approach for evolving the scripts that
identify conflict resolution patterns. The scripts used to detect the resolution patterns also follow the same approach adopted for the detection of
build conflict causes. The scripts work based onmatching expected and observed strings in the GumTree logs associated with the brokenmerge and
fix commits’ files. In case our scripts perform this matching of strings, a resolution pattern is detected. Uncommon and harder to automate cases
of build conflict resolution patterns are manually handled. Based on the conflict type and files involved, we analyze the fix commits looking for
changes in those files. Similar to the automated analysis, we use a syntactic diff between the merge and fix commit, getting all syntactic differences.
The list of resolution patterns in Table 4 covers all fixes we are able to identify in our sample.

4 RESULTS

Following the empirical study design presented in the previous section, we analyze merge scenarios in 451 GitHub Java projects to investigate the
frequency, causes, structure, and resolution patterns adopted for build conflicts. This section details our results, answering our research questions.
As explained in previous sections, the first question has been explored before but in a significantly more restricted scope. The other questions are
originally explored here.

4.1 RQ1: How frequently do build conflicts occur?
To answer RQ1, we follow the steps in Section 3, select merge scenarios in our sample, discard non-conflicting scenarios, and count conflict
numbers in the remaining scenarios.11 We then find 239 build conflicts in 65 scenarios (see Table 1, fifth row). These conflicts were automatically
(174 cases) and manually (65 cases) identified.

To better contextualize that, we observe in Table 1 that roughly 7.5% of the merge commit builds are broken in our sample (4252 out of 57065
merge scenarios). This maybe surprisingly high rate of broken merge builds is due to a number of causes: build environment (Travis timeouts,
unavailability of external services such as package manager servers, bugs in bild scripts, and configuration problems) issues; integration conflicts;
defects in post-integration changes; or defects, and consequently breakages, inherited from the parents. Most breakages are due to the first cause.

Part of the build conflicts, 51%, have parents with superior build status; the build breakage just arises after the merge scenario integration; no
error is inherited from the parent commits. The remaining cases, besides build conflicts, may also present additional errors not caused by conflicting
contributions but inherited from their parent commits. Other non inherited breakages occur when a merge commit and at least one of its parents
have builds with environment issues, but these are less interesting for our discussion.

We believe the low numbers and frequencies of build conflicts in our sample are highly influenced by the use of continuous integration practices
and services in the projectswe analyze.With automated build and testing processes in these projects, developers can easily build their contributions
before sending them to the main repository 21. All projects should have guidelines informing required steps and how the build process should be
done. However, some of these steps must be challenging or expensive to perform on an individual developer’s workspace, leading developers to
use the CI service to build/test their contributions 31. For that reason, we believe an automated process is a distinct factor. Developers are often,
by project guidelines, required to locally integrate their contributions into the main repository contributions before submission for approval or final
integration. It has an impact on build conflicts but also on other conflicts like test ones 43. For this particular type, the developer may ensure his
contribution does not change previously validated behavior. This way, we assume most build conflicts are actually detected and resolved locally,

11Each scenario might have a number of conflicts caused by different changes and associated with different error messages in the build log of the scenario
merge commit.
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in contributors’ private repositories. Accioly et al. 8 observe that when applying improved merge tools on merge scenarios, merge conflicts are
reported involving duplicated declaration methods. So traditional tools would merge the code without reporting a merge conflict, but only during
the build process, the build conflict would arise. These findings bring evidence that developers locally face build conflicts, but solve them before
sending their contributions to the remote repository.

The adoption of CI does not avoid or prevent build conflicts, as they would still occur when developers integrate code on their private local
repositories. On the other hand, some companies may not apply CI on their projects to all integration scenarios due to high implementation or
execution costs (long build times, large number of builds, etc.) and culture change. Hence, these projects might directly benefit from our findings,
as they provide insights to deal with them based on their common causes and resolution patterns. In the same way, the adoption of CI should
not be taken as responsible for avoiding or overcoming conflicts. As previously discussed, related work on literature has shown evidence of build
conflicts occuring on private local repositories of developers. Hence, the context of software development with CI narrows the conflicts that reach
public repositories. In the same way, Sung et al. 27 investigate the occurrence of conflicts but in a third different context, when different forks of
the same project are integrated with each other.

As our study analyses only public repositories, we do not have access to problematic code integration scenarios that were locally amended
before reaching themain repository. Consequently, our numbers reflect the number of build conflicts that reached public repositories, not the actual
number of conflicts that happened and had to be resolved. This justifies the high frequency of merge scenarios with successful build processes,
and also of non integration related breakages. As these two aspects widely vary across the analyzed projects, we miss existing integration conflicts.
Sung et al. 27 also investigate build conflicts, but when changes of different projects are integrated; developers face build conflicts when pulling
changes from a project into another. Analyzing a project during three months, they report the occurrence of 398 build conflicts. Their results bring
evidence that build conflicts occur when integrating code across different projects, when these conflicts do not reach the main development line.

In the end, 37 projects of our sample present build conflicts. As presented in Section 3, our analysis considers only the main development line.
So we are not able to identify conflicts that occur on local developers’ workspaces. Despite the low frequency, when compared to related work 4,3,
this frequency is 9 and 12 times, respectively, bigger. Furthermore, these projects cover different domains showing that build conflicts are not
restricted to a specific domain (see Section 3.1). Despite the low number of projects with conflicts, we do not observe exceptional characteristics
that could justify the conflict occurrence in these projects.

As we comment in our motivating example in Section 2, our results show that different conflict causes may coexist in a merge scenario. While
previous studies consider the build process breakage as one single conflict occurrence, we go further and detail the different causes as the conflict
causes occur independently (see Section 3). Analyzing the distribution of conflicts based on merge scenarios, we identify 24 out of 65 merge
scenarios present more than one single conflict. Besides the effort and time spent to fix these conflicts, different conflict causes also require
different approaches to handle them.

Our results indicate that build conflicts occur during software development, but many conflicts do not reach the remote repositories as devel-
opers fix them before sending their contributions. That is an assumption motivated by our personal experience and based on observations
in previous work on the literature 8,28,44. We also observe that more than one build conflict may occur in a merge scenario as the causes for
these conflicts are independent.

4.2 RQ2: What are the structures of the changes that cause build conflicts?
Based on the conflict occurrence results, we proceed with further analysis to answer RQ2 by investigating conflict causes. As a result, we observe
six build conflict causes used to define our catalogue of build conflicts. Table 3 shows these six causes, their descriptions and frequencies are
shown grouped by cause categories (second and third columns).

Most build conflicts are caused by Unavailable Symbol
We find that 65% of all build conflicts are caused by a reference for a missing declaration (third column, fourth row in Table 3). The most recurrent
missing symbols are classes (112 occurrences), corresponding to 73% of all Unavailable Symbol occurrences. Missing methods (22) and variables or
parameters (20) come next, with the missing declaration and the dangling reference possibly associated with the same class. The other six causes
occur less frequently (each in less than 35% of the cases).

Concerning the distribution of Unavailable Symbol cause, we observe 39 out of 65 merge scenarios present this conflict cause. Looking at its
distribution on our project sample, we observe these 39 scenarios belong to 27 out of 37 projects with conflicts. These numbers show how
recurrent conflicts of this type occur and reinforce the need for an approach to deal with them. Especially because the effort to fix each conflict
directly depends on the type of the missing element, and each type requires specific attention; we explain it in detail in Section 5.3.
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TABLE 3 Catalogue of build conflicts

Build Conflict Category Cause # (%)

Static Semantic

Unimplemented Method
(method from super type or interface)

12 5.02

Duplicated Declaration
(elements with the same identifier)

5 2.09

Unavailable Symbol
(reference for a missing symbol)

157 65.70

Incompatible Method Signature
(unmatched method reference)

26 10.88

Incompatible Types
(type mismatch between expected and received parameters)

17 7.11

Other Static Analysis
Project Rules

(unfollowed project guidelines)
22 9.20

Total 239 100

Unplanned dependencies also cause build conflicts
We have observed a number of Unimplemented Method conflicts, which often occur when one developer adds a method to an interface while
another developer adds, to an existing class, an implements clause referencing the same interface. The build then breaks because the existing class
does not declare the method introduced to the interface; the class developer is not aware of that method, even though there is a direct dependence
between the class and the interface. So the changes introduce an unplanned direct dependency causing the conflict. Nevertheless, we have also
observed similar problems when developers change files or program elements that are not directly related.

For example, in the Ontop project,12 one developer adds the new interface Var2VarSubstitution, which extends another interface
(Substitution), and its implementing class Var2VarSubstitutionImpl. The other parent, unaware of the previous changes, adds the
new method composeFunctions to the Substitution interface. Once all contributions are integrated, the build process breaks as the
Var2VarSubstitutionImpl class does not implement the method composeFunctions added to the interface.

Another example occurs in the project PAC4J.13 While one developer adds the class DigestAuthExtractor implementing interface Extractor,
the other developer changes the location of the interface class. Besides the expected build conflict occurrence, caused by the dangling reference
to interface Extractor (Unavailable Symbol), the override anontations in DigestAuthExtractor class also causes build conflicts. In this context,
there is no super class or interface associated with DigestAuthExtractor. So it is not possible to override a method. Different from the previous
example, when the missing method implementation causes the conflict, here the missing method declaration in the interface or super class is the
reason for the conflict occurrence.

In the same way, a related case happens in the Ontop project.14 The build conflict occurs due to the class MonetDBSQLDialectAdapter, which
presents a method implementation for strconcat that was not declared in the interface SQLDialectAdapter. So the annotation override above
the method declaration could not be resolved. This case occurs because one parent updates the method name from strconcat to strConcat,
while Right adds the class MonetDBSQLDialectAdapter.

Build conflicts are caused by copy/paste actions involving different branches
The reported build conflicts in this category are caused by the addition of methods with the same signature in the same class, or the same variable
added in the same method (third column, third row in Table 3). For duplicated methods, each parent commit adds its method declaration in a class
resulting in one single declaration. However, after the merge scenario, the class presents two methods with the same signature. Analyzing these
reported cases, we observe, in all occurrences, the duplicatedmethods have the same implementation (method body); for example, in the Blueprints
project, the same method is added in the class GraphTestSuite, testRemoveNonExistentVertexCausesException.15 It may happen when, for
example, a developer is working in two different branches and decides to use changes previously done in one branch into the other. Instead of

12Build ID: ontop/ontop/59371438 – Merge Commit: c626206
13Build ID: pac4j/pac4j/291027337 – Merge Commit: e18dd85
14Build ID: ontop/ontop/83689234 – Merge Commit: 0f62121
15Build ID: tinkerpop/blueprints/267833702 – Merge Commit: 5a25e3a

https://travis-ci.org/ontop/ontop/builds/59371438
https://github.com/ontop/ontop/commit/c626206
https://travis-ci.org/leusonmario/pac4j/builds/291027337
https://github.com/pac4j/pac4j/commit/e18dd85
https://travis-ci.org/ontop/ontop/builds/83689234
https://github.com/ontop/ontop/commit/0f62121
https://travis-ci.org/github/leusonmario/blueprints/builds/267833702
https://github.com/tinkerpop/blueprints/commit/5a25e3a
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integrating his work with the commit holding the desired method, the developer decided to copy/paste it. Accioly et al. 8 also observe this behavior
in their study. They bring evidence these operations are done in practice and the local occurrence of build conflicts experienced by developers.

Build conflicts also involve unmatching operations
During her contribution, when a developer adds a new reference for a specific method, it is expected this reference may be resolvable by matching
the call reference for the method declaration in the class supposed to hold it. However, when these matchings are not resolvable, build conflicts
may happen caused by Incompatible Method Signature (third column, fifth row in Table 3). For example, in the Spark project, one parent adds a new
method call in the class MatcherFilter to the method modify of class GeneralError.16 The other parent, unaware of the changes previously
done, changes the signature of method modify adding a new parameter. It also updates previous method calls using the old signature to the new
signature. However, when the parent commits are integrated, the first parent’s new method call is not resolvable as the method signature has
changed. Similar to Unavailable Symbol conflicts, this cause involves a method reference that could not be resolved, but the method is not removed
or renamed. This cause requires more attention by the developer as there is a slightly different signature that may confuse the developer during
analysis. In case this initial analysis is done locally, the developer may be supported by IDEs, which correctly indicates the mentioned problem using
type checking. If this analysis is remotely done, the developer may spend more time understanding the problem.

In the same way, consider the occurrence of build conflicts caused by Incompatible Types as unbound matching between an expected and an
observed type (third column, sixth row in Table 3). For example, in project Elasticsearch-SQL, one parent adds a new local variable genderKey,
which is initialized by the method call getKey of an external class Bucket returning a String.17 The other parent updates the version of the jar
used in the project, that holds the class Bucket. Now the method getKey returns no longer a String but an Object. When the contributions
are integrated, the variable genderKey can not be initialized with an Object type as its type is String. This case requires more attention as it is
expected the developer to initially explore the classes involved and reported in the broken build log. When no valuable information is observed
inspecting these reported classes, the developer might explore the history changes performed by the parent commits and then verify the change
of an old dependency for its new version. Incompatible Types and Incompatible Method Signature causes are related to type mismatch, so there is no
conceptual difference among them. However, we decide to separate them as individual causes based on the classification of prior related work 33,
so that we could more easily compare results.

Build conflicts are also caused by non compilation problems
Although most build conflicts are related to programming language static semantic problems (third column, 2-6th rows in Table 3), we find conflicts
due to failures during the execution of static analysis tools caused by Project Rules (third column, seventh row in Table 3). These failures appear
during the so called ASAT phase of the Travis build process.18 The integrated source code is compilable, but the static analysis presents errors, like
name and style conventions adopted by the project, breaking the build process.19 For instance, in the project HDIV,20 one developer updates the
license header file, while the other developer adds two new classes (HTTPSessionCache and SimpleCacheKey). As the newly added classes have the
old header style, the verifications identify inconsistencies caused by build conflicts. We decide to include Project Rules’ causes in our catalogue as
the conflicts break the build process and involve conflicting contributions. However, as reported in Table 3, we classify them asOther Static Analysis
as this cause does not involve static semantic aspects like the other causes. Unlike the other conflict types caused by compilation problems, Project
Rules arise when advanced static analyses are performed on the source code during the build process. As a result, a set of violations related to this
conflict type occurs, which requires developers to fix them to continue the ongoing integration. Someone may argue that fixing these violations is
less error-prone when compared to the fixes applied for other conflict types; however, it is important to have in mind that developers will waste
time on these fixing tasks in both situations.

Our catalogue of build conflicts groups six causes. The most recurrent cause is Unavailable Symbol, which can be split into sub-categories, like
Unavailable Symbol Class, Method and Variable. These build conflicts are caused not only by static semantic problems but also static analysis
performed after the compilation phase during the build process.
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TABLE 4 Catalogue of resolution patterns adopted to fix build conflicts.

Conflict Category Cause Resolution Patterns # (%)

Static Semantic

Unimplemented Method
Super type class addition 5 3.38
Method implementation 5 3.38

Duplicated Declaration Duplicated element removal 2 1.35

Unavailable Symbol Class
Missing class import update 47 31.75
Missing class reference removal 27 18.24
Missing class reference update 4 2.70

Unavailable Symbol Method
Missing method reference update 7 4.73
Missing method reference removal 6 4.06
Associated class import update 3 2.03

Unavailable Symbol Variable
Associated class import update 12 8.11
Missing variable reference update 4 2.70
Missing variable reference removal 2 1.35

Incompatible Method Signature
Required method reference update 3 2.03
Required method reference removal 2 1.35
JDK setup 7 4.73

Incompatible Types Type update 9 6.08
Other Static Analysis Project Rules License header update/removal 3 2.03
Total 148 100

4.3 RQ3: Which resolution patterns are adopted to fix build conflicts?
To answer this question, we first tried to identify commit fixes for all observed conflicts. For a number of conflicts, we were not successful for
the following reasons. First, the conflict was not fixed because it was potentially hard to resolve; as it occurred in an auxiliary branch, developers
ignored the changes in the branch and moved on to the main branch. Second, the fix appears only after our limiting date for analyzing project
history when running our study, either because the conflict occurred not long before this date, or because the project receives only sporadic
contributions (or is no longer active).21 Third, as our scripts try to build fix commits not built yet, environment problems may occur during this
attempt, breaking the build process. It was a common problem when building commits on Travis, when we force the creation of unbuilt commits in
our forks. In general, these problems occur when a project adopts external dependencies under development, not a final or stable release. This way,
when these dependencies become stable, dependency repositories are updated with them, and all previous related dependencies are removed. So
in these cases, we are not able to assess the fix commit because the build process would continue as errored status. Finally, as explained before
(see Section 3.1), our scripts discard duplicate merge scenarios; the fix could be associated with the scenario we discarded. So we analyze fixes
for just part of the conflicts: 148 fixes out of all build conflicts. Only part of these conflict fixes is automatically analyzed by our scripts (44), while
the remaining cases (104) are manually analyzed. We adopt this manual analysis as some patterns could not be checked using GumTree diffs, or
rarely occurred; for example, in Unavailable Symbol conflicts caused by a missing class, they can be fixed by importing the whole package where
the missing class is declared. However, there is no way to ensure the missing class is declared in that imported package by using GumTree diffs.
We decide to not include metrics of spent time and number of broken builds until the fix be done. We believe these metrics could be negatively
impacted by delays due to the unavailability of developers when doing a fix. In our sample, there are projects managed or funded by companies,
like Microsoft22, but other projects are not led or supported by private companies. So contributors are expected to contribute when they have
available time, so there is no pressure to rush into dealing with eventual problems. Hence, including these metrics in our context as a proxy for
effort would bias our findings and conclusions.

The identified resolution patterns, together with their frequencies, appear in the fourth column of Table 4.

16Build ID: perwendel/spark/229805514 – Merge Commit: 3fd18a9
17Build ID: NLPchina/elasticsearch-sql/99402562 – Merge Commit: eb5fe5f
18Travis Documentation: The Build Lifecycle
19Broken builds caused by errors during automated static analysis are classified as errored by Travis.
20Build ID: hdiv/hdiv/126140680 – Merge Commit: c620070
21As we select our sample using previous studies’ datasets, we may have selected projects that were active during the execution of these previous studies

but no longer during our study. This way, we look for commits dated until August 2018, when we ran our study.
22https://github.com/OfficeDev/

https://travis-ci.org/github/leusonmario/spark/builds/229805514
https://github.com/perwendel/spark/commit/3fd18a9
https://travis-ci.org/github/leusonmario/spark/builds/229805514https://travis-ci.org/github/NLPchina/elasticsearch-sql/builds/99402562
https://github.com/NLPchina/elasticsearch-sql/commit/eb5fe5f
https://docs.travis-ci.com/user/customizing-the-build/#The-Build-Lifecycle
https://travis-ci.org/hdiv/hdiv/builds/126140680
https://github.com/hdiv/hdiv/commit/c620070
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Developers often fix the integrated code preserving parent contributions
We observe that build conflicts are fixed using 17 resolution patterns. Most of these fixes are done aiming to integrate the code involved in the
conflict, instead of completely discarding changes and conservatively restoring the project state to a previous commit. This practice is adopted in
73% of all analyzed conflict fixes. Build conflicts caused by Unavailable Symbols are fixed by removing or updating the dangling reference; not only
the direct reference for the missing unavailable symbol itself but also the reference for the class, where the missing element should be available.
However, roughly 62% of the fixes are done by updating the dangling reference. The most recurrent resolution pattern adopted is related to the
Update of the class import holding the element that caused the conflict. The build conflict may be caused by a missing reference for a field, a method,
or even a direct reference for the class itself. For example, in project Jackson-Core, a build conflict happens due to the location change of class
JsonFactory. While one parent adds a new reference for this class and its import in class AsyncTokenFilterTest, the other parent changes the
location of that class. After the integration, the import could not be resolved, and the build conflict is reported. Updating the import declaration of
the missing class is enough to fix the conflict. Although this resolution pattern is straightforward, redoing the same update operations or removing
old imports that are no longer valid repeatedly is a tedious activity that could be automatically done.

In other cases, when a change in classes’ location does not cause a conflict, the adopted resolution pattern follows the same change structure.
For example, Unavailable Symbol conflicts are often resolved by updating the dangling reference. In the Java Driver project, the reference for the
missing symbol builderWithHighestTrackableLatencyMillis in the request of the Activator class was updated to the new method signature
builder.23 For the cases that discard the changes instead of adjusting them, wemay comment one scenario of theOkHttp project. So the reference
to the missing symbol deadline (local variable), in the GzipSource class, was just removed.24

The other conflicts are also fixed in the same way aiming to preserve all parent contributions, except for build conflicts caused by Duplicated
Declaration, whose cases are fixed by removing the duplicated method. In the Blueprints project, as previously discussed, in the GraphTestSuite

class, both contributors added the samemethod testRemoveNonExistentVertexCausesException.25 The integrator fixes the conflict by removing
the duplicated test case. In these cases, the duplicated methods share the same body, so no behavior change on the program would be observed
after removing one of the duplicated methods. Regarding this conflict involving duplicated test cases, someone may argue that the developers
want to test the same piece of code twice. If so, the integrator could rename one of the duplicated test cases and keep both tests. However, this
observation is not applied to duplicated methods, when both developers add the same method and a specific call for that method. Renaming one
of these methods and keeping both would introduce duplicated code in the class, which is not a good practice.

Conflicts caused by Incompatible Types and Incompatible Method Signature are fixed by adopting straightforward actions. For example, in project
Elasticsearch-SQL, as previously discussed (see Section 4.2), the build conflict is fixed by adjusting the return of method getKey for String. It
is done by adding a call to the method toString, which now returns a String as expected by the parent contribution changes.26 For the build
conflict observed in project Spark, as previously discussed, the Incompatible Method Signature is fixed by adding the new required parameter in the
call for the method modify.27 In both cases, the project already has source code showing how the developer could fix the conflict. This source
code is available in both scenarios as the parents responsible for adding the unexpected changes also updated the old source code impacted by
his changes. They perform these changes before integrating their contributions in the remote repository.

In other cases, adopted resolution patterns are not made in source code but on configuration files. For example, in project Vavr, the conflict is
fixed by forcing the installation of a specific JDK version when building the project (changes on travis.yml file).28 As we previously discuss (see
Section 4.2), in this work, we do not focus on conflicts caused by configuration files. However, this is a particular case caused by changes in source
code that requires specific environment configurations to be settled before building the project.

Most fixes are done by parent commit authors
Once the resolution patterns are identified, we investigate whowas responsible for the fixes. Most fix commits are authored by one of the contribu-
tors involved in the merge scenario (137 out of 148 fixes follow that pattern). In this context, contributors may play an integrator role by integrating
their contributions and applying changes when required. We could also observe this situation in other development models; for example, in pull-
based development, when integrators require contributors to perform changes. So contributors would fix the build conflicts until the pull request
is stable and can be accepted. Otherwise, considering the integrator is not aware of these conflicts, he can accept the PR polluting the repository.
The integrator could also apply these changes to fix conflicts or any problem affecting a PR, but in general, these changes are performed by the
contributors who submitted the PR.

23Build ID datastax/java-driver/144600040, Fix Build ID datastax/java-driver/144856728.
24Build ID square/okhttp/19399475, Build Fix ID square/okhttp/19404300.
25Build ID tinkerpop/blueprints/267833702, Build Fix ID tinkerpop/blueprints/10120795
26Build ID NLPchina/elasticsearch-sql/99402562, Build Fix ID NLPchina/elasticsearch-sql/99402657
27Build ID perwendel/spark/229805514, Build Fix ID perwendel/spark/403188038
28Build ID vavr-io/vavr/58945430, Build Fix ID vavr-io/vavr/58958884.

https://travis-ci.org/datastax/java-driver/builds/144600040
https://travis-ci.org/datastax/java-driver/builds/144856728
https://travis-ci.org/square/okhttp/builds/19399475
https://travis-ci.org/square/okhttp/builds/19404300
https://travis-ci.org/github/leusonmario/blueprints/builds/267833702
https://travis-ci.org/github/tinkerpop/blueprints/builds/10120795
https://travis-ci.org/github/NLPchina/elasticsearch-sql/builds/99402562
https://travis-ci.org/github/NLPchina/elasticsearch-sql/builds/99402657
https://travis-ci.org/github/leusonmario/spark/builds/229805514
https://travis-ci.org/github/leusonmario/spark/builds/403188038
https://travis-ci.org/github/vavr-io/vavr/builds/58945430
https://travis-ci.org/github/vavr-io/vavr/builds/58958884
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Our catalogue of resolution patterns is composed of 17 fixes adopted by developers to fix build conflicts. These patterns show that fixes do
not only preserve all contributions from the merge scenario but also discard some of them. In most cases, these fixes are applied by one of
the developers involved in the merge scenario.

Availability of data and material
Our catalogues of build conflicts and scripts we used to perform this study are available online 36. These catalogues can be consulted and exported
for further analysis. We encourage study replications once our scripts are available for the community. However, exact replications directly depend
on data stored in external services (GitHub and Travis CI). Additional instructions and further information can also be found online 36.

5 DISCUSSION

In this section, we discuss our findings and their implications, and how they can be applied to assistive software development tools.

5.1 Findings
Comparing our RQ1 results with previous studies, we conclude that, in our sample, build conflicts occur less frequently. Kasi and Sarma 4 show
build conflict occurrence ranges from 2% to 15% of the analyzed merge scenarios across projects. Brun et al. 3 find a similar range: 1% to 10%. We
report significantly inferior numbers. However, our number should not be interpreted as conflict occurrence rates in general as studied in previous
work, but as conflict occurrence that reaches public repositories and, therefore, are more problematic. So, given the differences in sample size and
characteristics, our conflict frequencies results actually complement previous results. This number discrepancy is further justified by limitations
and bias in the mentioned studies, as later explored in Section 7. For example, to confirm conflict occurrence, previous studies consider only the
build process status of merge commits, while we additionally confirm that the changes are related to the build error message, making sure build
breakages actually correspond to conflicts. We must say all these conflict causes are intrinsic changes that were introduced by specific changes in
the source code 45. Even conflicts caused by external dependencies, they occur because a developer changes the external dependency version.

In our study, we investigate build conflicts aspects not targeted by the related work of Kasi and Sarma 4 and Brun et al. 3. While previous studies
focus on the frequency of build conflicts, we go further analyzing and classifying the structure of changes that cause build conflicts and their
resolution patterns. In the next section, we discuss in detail the implication of these new contributions. Regarding the spectrum of build conflict
causes, specifically within the context of the Java programming language, there is a limited list of changes’ pairs that might result in build conflicts.
Based on our knowledge and related work, Figure 4 presents a list of possible build conflict changes’ pairs. Our results cover 10 out of 15 possible
changes’ pairs; the five uncovered pairs of changes could appear in a larger dataset. For example, it is reasonable to expect Unavailable Symbol
conflicts caused by changes applied to element visibility. Besides these, we omitted changes’ pairs for conflicts caused by Project Rules. As this
conflict category is caused by potentially arbitrary project style guidelines, we understand there are multiple combinations of changes that might
result in conflicts. Essentially we would have to consider any kind of addition, renaming, and removing actions.

In our study, Unavailable Symbol is the most frequent build conflict cause. Although Seo et al. 33 discuss build errors in general, not relating
them to integration conflicts, they report a related finding: Unavailable Symbol is the most frequent cause of build error in their sample. It reveals
the common mistake of removing or renaming declarations, but possibly not updating all references to the new identifiers. Assistive tools like
Palantír 10 could be applied to anticipate the emerging conflicts, or even treat them directly. In this way, developers could be aware during the
tasks’ development that a new reference for a symbol will fail during integration (in case of build conflicts).

Build conflicts caused by Duplicated Declaration have also been observed as semistructured merge conflicts in previous studies of Cavalcanti et
al. 7 and Accioly et al. 8. It supports our assumption that build conflicts frequently occur in private repositories, but not somuch in public repositories
of projects with automated build processes and continuous integration.

We believe some build conflicts might be avoided if their associated conflicting contributions are not performed in parallel; for example, a better
assignment of activities based on the chance of interference among contributions. Rocha et al. 46 propose a tool for predicting the files that could
be changed during a task. If two tasks are predicted to change the same set of files, these tasks should be assigned for developers at a different
time, not in parallel. As a result, potential merge conflicts (textual) would be avoided as developers would change different files. However, there
are no guarantee build conflicts would not arise; for example, our results show that build conflicts occur in the same and dependent files. So we
still believe in some situations, conflicting contributions will be required to be executed simultaneously, and consequently, build conflicts will arise,
impacting the team productivity and the software quality. Van der Veen et al. 32 propose prioritizing pull request (PR) integration aiming to reduce
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FIGURE 4 Theory of changes’ pairs for the Java programming language that might result in build conflict when performed in parallel. We report
15 changes’ pairs, of which 10 of them are covered by our results. Implementing method stands for new method declarations or implementations
added on an interface or class, respectively, while implemented method stands for method implementations added on a class.

the chances of conflicting integrations. However, prioritizing PR integration at this point would not avoid the occurrence of build conflicts as the
contributions are already implemented. So the conflicts could be earlier reported but not avoided.

Althoughmost source code related to build breakages we observe inmerge scenarios are caused by build conflicts (239), we also find evidence of
build breakages caused by immediate post-integration changes (485), often performed with the aim of fixing merge conflicts. Such post-integration
changes occur when integrators change the merge integration result before committing it. For example, in project Traccar, both parents change
overlapping lines of the class WebServer.29 While left parent adds the newmethod initRestApi, right also adds the method initConsole. During
the integration attempt, the merge tool reports a merge conflict treated by the integrator. As a result, the method declaration initRestApi is
removed, and consequently, a reference for this method could not be satisfied, breaking the build process.

This kind of breakage is consistent with our experience that fixing merge conflicts is occasionally challenging and error-prone, possibly intro-
ducing other kinds of conflicts that are harder to detect and resolve. Teams adopting improved tools like semi-structured merge 7 would reduce
the number of spurious merge conflicts, and possibly reduce the risks of build breakages caused by immediate post-integration changes.

In other cases, even the parent contributions not conflicting with each other, the integrator’s changes during the integration are responsible for
the broken build. For example, in project DSpace, the parent contributions do not conflict in Java files.30 Even though, the broken build is caused
by an Unavailable Symbol (DSpaceSetSpecFilter class). The class DSpaceItemRepository presents a dangling reference that may not be resolved
for class DSpaceSetSpecFilter. The right parent is the only one changing class DSpaceItemRepository. The class file location is changed, and a
new code is added. Despite the changes in class DSpaceItemRepository introduced by the right parent, the integrator is responsible for removing
class DSpaceSetSpecFilter breaking the build.

As our build classification criteria are programming language-dependent, studying, for instance, Ruby projects could lead to rather different build
conflicts frequencies. For example, a missing reference for a method leads to a build conflict in Java since the code cannot be compiled and built.
However, in Ruby, this would likely be classified as a test conflict,31 and only if there is a test case that exercises such method reference. Due to
Ruby dynamic features, there is no pre-execution check about the existence of method declarations.

29Build ID traccar/traccar/232042524, Merge Commit ca06e8d.
30Build ID DSpace/DSpace/263379307, Merge Commit 049eb50.
31Failures revealed after testing the integrated code.

https://travis-ci.org/leusonmario/traccar/builds/232042524
https://github.com/traccar/traccar/commit/ca06e8d
https://travis-ci.org/leusonmario/DSpace/builds/263379307
https://github.com/DSpace/DSpace/commit/049eb50
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5.2 Implications
Based on the catalogue of build conflict causes derived from our study, awareness tools such as Palantír 10 could alert developers about the risk of
some conflict situations they currently do not support. For example, suppose a developer renames a method while another developer adds a new
reference for it. In this case, an awareness tool would alert the second developer about the renaming performed by the first.

Our results are also supporting evidence for some of the warnings currently supported by Palantír. In another scenario, suppose two developers
simultaneously add to the same class two methods with the same signature. Palantír could alert the second developer that another developer
has introduced that method signature. Our catalogue of build conflict causes could support assistive tools that consider developers’ workspace as
source information for predicting conflicts. That tool should be aware of changes in dependent classes independent ofwhen changes are performed.

Program repair tools 47 could benefit from the derived catalogue of build conflict resolution patterns, and the study infrastructure, to automat-
ically fix conflicts. For example, part of the Unavailable Symbol conflicts could be automatically fixed as follows. Suppose the left parent renames
a method, while the right parent adds a call using the old name. The attempt to build the resulting integrated code will break because of the call
for an Unavailable Symbol (missing method). A program repair tool could rename the newly added call, fixing the build conflict. Our scripts could
support such a tool as they automatically identify the new method name by comparing the base and left commits. The same approach could be
adopted if the symbol was deleted by one parent. In this case, a repair tool would reintroduce the deleted declaration that caused the build con-
flict. Unavailable Symbol related to missing class declarations should be more carefully handled, as they could have been moved. Instead of always
reintroducing the class, which would introduce code duplication and possibly inconsistencies, after further analysis and confirmation, a program
repair tool could simply update an import declaration.

In the same way, a program repair tool could also fix build conflicts caused by Incompatible Method Signature. This error may happen in two
contexts. First, when deleting parameters from a method signature. The tool could then update the broken call adapting it to the new method
signature by removing arguments. Second when deleting the declaration of an overloaded method that shares the name, but not the signature,
with others in the same class. To fix this error, the tool could reintroduce the missing method declaration.

Most fix commits are authored by one of the contributors involved in the merge scenario. Our assumption is that build conflicts are harder to
fix than merge conflicts, requiring one of the contributors to be involved in the fix. This assumption might also reflect often adopted practices of
requiring contributors to successfully integrate code before sending contributions to the main repository; for example, in a pull-based development
model, it is expected that integrators require changes to contributors until the pull request is stable and can be integrated. Once a developer submits
a PR to be integrated, the PR code owns the current project state and the new developer contributions. If the resulting PR code has conflicting
changes, build conflicts will be reported at that moment, as previously described. Reviewers may request changes, and developers will update the
PR. However, during this process, new errors can be introduced, breaking the build process again. Unless other developers update the project state
through acceptance of other PRs, these new errors are exclusively caused by the developer who initially submitted the PR. Another motivation for
this behavior is related to build processes of some projects that are hard to set up the CI pipeline 31, or they are expensive to run it on an individual
developer’s workspace, leading developers to use the CI service to build/test their contributions.

5.2.1 Guidelines for Developers
As we previously discuss, build conflicts can not be avoided unless conflicting contributions are not performed in parallel. Our results reinforce
previous studies on the literature that provide a list of guidelines that could be adopted for developers during collaborative software development.
Below, we discuss how these guidelines may be used to support developers when dealing with future conflicts.

Pull changes from upstream regularly
Dias et al. 48 investigate the effect of contribution timing on textual merge conflict occurrence. As a result, the authors report that the higher the
contribution duration, the higher the chances of textual merge conflict occurrence during a merge scenario. Although they do not investigate build
conflicts, we believe their findings are also valid for our context, as the contribution time may influence build conflict occurrence. For example,
consider an incoming merge scenario, where a build conflict might occur caused by Unavailable Symbol. In this case, a developer must add new
calls to a specific method, while another developer must update that method name. If the changes performed by the second developer are already
available on the main repository, the first developer pulls these new changes before starting her new task, the upcoming conflict might be avoided.
These recent incoming changes would update her local private repository with the most current project state. This way, the first developer would
perform her changes with all updated classes, methods, and new changes.

On the other hand, if the first developer pulls these changes, while performing her new task, shemay not avoid conflicts, as her current developer
workspace is different from the remote repository. However, she might deal with build conflicts, or even less of them, before finishing her task.
For example, as she must add multiple calls to the updated method, pulling the remote changes after adding one call would result in one single
conflict, preventing the remaining incoming calls from resulting in conflicts.
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Push contributions upstream regularly
Complementary to the previous guideline, previous studies report about the benefits of keeping the main repository updated 49,50. This way, they
recommend that developers regularly update the remote repository with their new contributions. Once the remote repository owns develop-
ers’ new contributions, developers may keep their local repositories updated with the latest current project state and benefit from the previous
guideline.

Talk to colleagues, that are working on related tasks
Knowing that a colleague is working on a related task or is changing files that may impact another colleague’s task may be a warning for starting a
conversation and sharing some information. Brun et al. 51 present Crystal, a tool that speculatively merges local developers’ repositories and builds
and tests the results, aiming to early detect and warn developers about potential textual and behavioral conflicts. In the same way, Sarma et al.
present Palantír, 10 a tool that monitors ongoing changes in personal developers’ workspaces and continuously shares information about those
changes that might result in conflicts. This way, we expect developers to discuss the best way to deal with incoming conflicting contributions, like
holding back some parts of a task until the other developer finishes and submits her changes.

Adopt CI practices
Similar to Hilton et al. 28 and Zhao et al. 44, we recommend adopting CI to keep the remote repository consistent and free of polluting changes.
This guideline directly impacts the first and second guidelines, as developers would pull and push their changes to the remote repositories.

5.3 Build Conflict Repair Prototype
For better assessing this proposal of using our catalogue and study infrastructure to implement a program repair tool that fixes build conflicts, we
implemented a prototype that identifies and recommends fixes for build conflicts. We evaluated our prototype on some build conflicts identified
in this study. We plan to evolve this prototype and evaluate it with developers in future work.

We structure our prototype in terms of three main execution steps: fault localization, which identifies the Unavailable Symbol build conflict and
its cause; patch creation, which proposes changes that solve the conflict; and patch validation, which confirms with developers that the proposed
solution is valid. To detail these steps, we use as example a broken build in project Swagger Core 32, reflecting an Unavailable Symbol build conflict
caused by a missing reference for the op local variable. One of the developers renames the variable to apiOperation, while the other developer
adds a new reference for the old variable name.

The main goal of this proposed tool is to handle build conflicts. As verified in this study and previous ones, this kind of problem occurs only
in merge scenarios. As the merge commit owns the changes performed during a merge scenario, merge commits are required as input for our
proposed tool. In the following sections, we explain how the particularities of build conflicts are reflected in the way the tool works.

5.3.1 Fault Localization
For a given merge scenario, the tool first uses our script to check whether the provided scenario has build conflicts. If there is at least one build
conflict, the tool uses another script for classifying the conflicts according to the conflict categories in our catalogue. In case of a build conflict
supported by the tool, we move on to the next step carrying on the information yielded by the classification script. In the illustrated case, a build
conflict caused by Unavailable Symbol due to a missing variable. So the tool parses the build logs and finds out that a missing reference for the
variable op causes the conflict.

The tool adopts our scripts analyzing syntactic information of parent contributions to ensure the missing variable is an actual build conflict. In
our example, the local variable op was renamed as apiOperation by one of the developers. Analyzing just the contributions of the left parent
would only observe the variable was renamed. Similarly, analyzing only the right parent would just inform that a reference for the missing variable
was added. Considering each analysis separately, none of them present enough information to ensure that updating the variable name would fix
the problem. First, it is necessary to be aware of the scope where the variable was renamed; for instance, if two methods present the same local
variable declaration, one method’s changes do not impact the other method. When analyzing both parents together, the conflict can be confirmed,
and then a fix can be recommended.

A more robust tool would perform exactly these substeps, but relying on local build information (instead of depending only on Travis CI) to
check conflict occurrence. This tool could also monitor the local Git repository to trigger the fault localization process for each new merge commit.

32Build ID swagger-api/swagger-core/65086450, Merge Commit 657b64b.

https://travis-ci.org/swagger-api/swagger-core/builds/65086450
https://github.com/swagger-api/swagger-core/commit/657b64b
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Regular log used to identify build conflicts
Update SimpleName: op(1540) to ...

New regular log used to identify the new variable name
Update SimpleName: op(1540) to apiOperation on Method
read

FIGURE 5 Syntactic diff used to identify the new variable name

5.3.2 Patch Creation
The tool further analyses the integrated code contributions to better understand the changes that lead to the missing variable declaration issue
and create a patch. During this process, the tool must be aware that different changes to the variable declaration demand different resolution
strategies. In our example, the local variable opwas renamed as apiOperation by one of the developers. As a solution, the tool proposes to update
the dangling variable references to use the new variable name. In case of deleting the missing variable declaration, the tool proposes a solution
that consists of reintroducing the deleted declaration.

The identification that the variable op is renamed, it is carried on by one of our study scripts, as explained before (see Section 3.3). For that, the
scripts analyze the syntactic diff between the base and each parent commits (see the top of Figure 5). As the tool now must know the new name
of the missing variable, we extend the previously mentioned scripts to obtain the required extra information (see bottom of Figure 5).

5.3.3 Patch Validation
In this last step, the tool applies the required changes and then confirms that the build conflict is appropriately solved with developers. For that, the
tool informs the build conflict cause, presents the proposed fix, and asks the developer if she accepts the recommended fix. Once the developer
accepts the recommendation, the tool applies the necessary changes and compiles the resulting source code to check if any compilation problems
remain. If no problem is detected, the tool creates a new associated commit.

Our current implementation can also fix build conflicts caused by UnimplementedMethod,Duplicated Declaration and Unavailable Symbol Method.
Additional information about our prototype, and its source code, are available online 36. Although the current implementation does not cover all
conflict causes reported in this study, based on the conflict types already supported, that are of types Unavailable Symbol, Unimplemented Method
and Duplicated Declaration, we believe the tool could have automatically fixed 21% of the build conflicts in our sample if used by the respective
development teams. All of them are not among the most effort-prone to fix. The fix applied to the Unavailable Symbol of variables is the least
effort-prone, as they involve updating a variable name in a specific context. Fixes for Duplicated Declarations require more attention, as duplicated
methods may have different implementations. Hence, keeping only one of them might introduce unexpected behavior. However, this was not the
case in our study, as all duplicated methods were identical. Last, the most effort-prone fixes involve Unimplemented Methods as they may involve
reference import, which may cause other compilation errors. If an error is reported for whatever reason at any point during this process, the tool
undoes all changes, implementing no fix. Regarding future fixes for other cases, the most effort-prone fixes are associated with conflicts caused by
Incompatible Types and IncompatibleMethod Signature. For these conflicts, the fix should handle reference imports, properly selecting and positioning
required variables based on their types; otherwise, errors would arise during the build process. In this way, prior studies on API migration domain
may be used to support our prototype tool when dealing with these conflict fixes. For example, Xu et al. 52 present Meditor, an approach to extract
and apply the necessary edits together with API replacement changes; this technique might be extended to support evolutionary changes done
during a merge scenario. The most challenging fixes to automate are conflicts caused by Project Rules. The fix in these cases involves detecting,
understanding, and applying specific guidelines made for a project.

All cases of the currently supported conflict types are similar, so the way the tool deals with them is satisfactory. We do not observe false
positives in our results, but we may discuss some potential scenarios. For example, on fixes for Duplicated Declaration, if the duplicated methods
are not identical, keeping only one might introduce unexpected behavior in the program. However, this was not the case in our study, as in all
cases ofDuplicated Declaration involving methods, these methods share the same method signature and body. So removing any of these duplicated
methods fixes the conflict without semantically impacting the resulting code. In the same way, Unimplemented Method fixes might also introduce
unexpected behavior motivated by adopting an inappropriate method implementation. Last, fixes for Unavailable Symbol of variables may introduce
false positives if the variable name update is applied on a different scope. For example, consider an attribute and a local variable with the same
name but different types; updating one instead of the other would result in a type mismatch resulting in a compilation error. Next, we present how
the tool handles build conflicts caused by Unavailable Symbol of variables.
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6 THREATS TO VALIDITY

Our empirical study leaves a set of validity threats that we now explain.

Construct Validity
As explained in earlier sections, given the nature of our sample, the conflict frequencies we observe should be interpreted in the limited scope
of conflict occurrences that reach public repositories. As these occurrences might have a greater impact due to their wider visibility, it is worth
studying them even if they do not frequently occur in projects that use continuous integration. Studying private developers’ repositories would,
nevertheless, be also important. Zhao et al. 44 have also experienced that. Their study observes a decreasing trend in builds with errors caused by
missing classes and dependencies after projects adopt Travis.

Wemanually analyzed some reported build conflicts concerning the accuracy of our scripts, like the examples we discuss in this study, confirming
they are true positives. Although we did not analyze all reported conflicts, they are detected using the same process. To detect the reported
conflicts, we adopt a more conservative approach than related work. For build conflicts in merge scenarios, we extract the causes responsible for
the broken build. Next, we extract syntactic information of each parent contribution and observe conflict occurrence, checking if the errormessages
are caused by parent contributions. In case our scripts confirm the interference, we compute a new build conflict. As our scripts were created
based on manually analyzed cases, some interferences among contributions may not be verified. Instead of assuming these cases as build conflicts
and introducing possible false positives in our results, we conservatively categorize them as broken builds caused by post-integration changes.

Regarding how our prototype works, it may adopt different solutions based on each conflict cause. Errors caused by Unavailable Symbol of
variables are related to missing variable declarations in a specific scope. Depending on the circumstances that caused the missing declaration, the
tool may adopt different fixes. If a variable declaration is removed, the tool recommends the reintroduction of the missing declaration. In the case
of variable rename, our tool recommends the update of the dangling variable to its new name. Even if a developer changes the variable declaration
location in a specific scope, while the other adds a new variable reference, this action does not represent a conflict of Unavailable Symbol. The
reference is still available. The error fixed by the prototype is related to the use of a variable in a specific scope without its declaration. However, if a
developer changes the object type, a build conflict of Incompatible Type could arise. For this case, other fix patterns should be adopted considering
the particularity of this conflict type that is still not handled by our prototype.

Internal Validity
We miss conflicts that appear in merge scenarios that we could not build on Travis. Projects might specify a list of branches for creating builds on
Travis. As all builds we create come from the main branch, if it is not in the list, no build process is started, and we have to discard the potentially
conflicting scenario. As in related work 4,3,53,7, we might have missed code integration scenarios, and conflicts, that reach public repositories but
do not result in merge commits. This limitation might occur when using git commands such as rebase, squash, cherry-pick, or under smart kinds of
fast-forward performed by git merge. It might also happen when stashing changes, pulling from the main repository, and then applying the stashed
changes. Thus, our results are actually a lower bound for build conflicts.

Some of our scripts are limited in the sense that they search for conflicting contributions with partial information and resolution patterns. As
discussed in Section 3.3, for some scenarios, this could bring imprecisions in the conflict confirmation process. So we manually analyzed the risky
cases and confirmed that no imprecision occurred. At most, a conflict was classified as a post-integration change that led to a broken build. We
adopt an approach based on the commit fix statuses as the starting point for our analysis. If a fix commit fixes the conflict but new errors arise, we
move to the next commit instead of already extract the resolution pattern. For resolution patterns, we analyze the syntactic differences applied to
the fix commit. In both cases, we perform manual analyses to classify conflicts and resolution patterns. From all conflicts, 27% of them demanded
manual analysis, while resolution patterns required manual analysis in 77% of all cases. Both analyses were rather simple and syntactic, and our
scripts supported some steps as they inform the files to be analyzed. As we adopt an objective notion and classification of conflicts, we believe
the manual analysis performed by one author would have the same result if performed by different authors. Our notion of conflict is based on a
broken build (compilation problem during the build process, that is, the presence of an error in a build log) caused by conflicting contributions after
a merge scenario. Our classification of conflict causes is based on extracting the cause of the broken build and identifying the changes that caused
the breakage across the parent contribution of the merge scenario. As explained in Section 3.2, our scripts can parse a list of common build error
messages. In case a build log presents an error message, not in this list, the log is discarded. It occurred in rare cases when the build log was empty.
So our results actually represent a lower bound of build conflicts.

We use GumTree diff to analyze the contributions performed by developers and integrators. However, our approach has some limitations. When
we look for a specific class method in the diff, our search uses the method name instead of its signature. It represents a threat for Duplicated
Declaration and Unimplemented Method since a class can have two methods with the same name but different signatures. When we try to classify
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build conflicts caused by contributor changes, we observe conflicting contributions looking for the method names in the syntactic diffs, which
can lead us to a wrong conclusion. Suppose both parents introduce two methods with the same name but different signatures, and in the merge
commit, there are two methods with the same signature. In that case, the conflict is motivated by the integrator changes and not by contributors.
To dimension the impact of this threat, we manually evaluate all cases of Duplicated Declaration methods revealing all cases were well classified.

During the study, some manual analysis was performed by one single person. Although another researcher verified the procedures, such anal-
ysis can introduce bias in the results as a false judgment would lead to inconsistencies. As previously explained, our notion and classification of
conflict are clear and objective, leaving no room for subjective interpretation by the evaluator. Furthermore, all manual analysis was supported by
information from our scripts, eliminating the chances of errors being done. As explained in Section 3.2, our scripts can parse a list of common build
error messages. Regarding the accuracy of our scripts, they can parse a list of common build error messages. In case a build log presents an error
message, not in this list, the log is discarded. However, our scripts were able to classify 99% of all build commits.

External Validity
Our results are specific to the context of open-source GitHub Java projects that use Maven and Travis CI. Although our sample groups different
projects regarding the domain, size, and the number of collaborators, most of them are small or medium-sized projects, having received a few or
sporadic commits in the last months. In earlier sections, we motivate our choices. We also explain that results could be very different for dynamic
languages; most build conflicts we discuss here would actually appear as test conflicts. We analyze build logs looking for specific message patterns
associated with problems that cause the build breakage. After a pattern is identified, we perform additional analysis as explained in Section 3, to
ensure a conflict causes the problem. For a new sample, different patterns can arise, demanding script adaptation to handle them. Build systems
with less informative log reports, CI services, and tools with less accessible information could hinder replication. Considering only projects adopting
Maven as build manager may have filtered out some recent and valid projects. We decide to follow this approach based on the information we
could extract from the build process logs generated by build managers. We observe that prior build logs generated by Gradle were shallow or
without full complete information. Besides that, we are not aware of how our choices could affect the results.

7 RELATEDWORK

Empirical studies about build conflicts provide evidence of their occurrence in practice. However, none of them investigate the causes and resolution
patterns for build conflicts as we do here. Early studies of Kasi and Sarma 4 and Brun et al. 3 focus only on reporting conflict frequencies (the focus
of RQ1) and use that as a motivation for the tools they propose. In total, these early studies analyze seven open-source GitHub projects and
consider that a merge scenario has a conflict if the corresponding merge commit build fails. We are more conservative because we additionally
check whether the changes are related to the build error message. This way, we do not consider as integration conflicts build breakages purely
inherited from parents. They also replay build creation in their environment, which might introduce noise due to differences to the development
environment used by project teams. For example, variations in the environment configuration, or an unavailable dependency, could break the
build process, leading the authors to confirm a non-existing conflict. Contrasting, we opt for collecting actual build logs created when developers
contributed to the project’s main repositories. At worst, we create builds in the same cloud environment.

Although we consider a much larger sample than the two mentioned early studies, it is nevertheless biased by practices such as automated
build support and continuous integration. As better explained earlier, many conflicts do not reach main public repositories as analyzed here. Once
developers have this support locally, it is expected they sent their individual contributions to the main repository without problems. Thus, the main
repository will always be consistent. This phenomenon helps to further justify the much lower conflict frequencies we observe in our study. On the
other hand, the mentioned previous studies only consider clean merges scenarios as valid subjects, while we also consider scenarios resulting from
merge conflicts. To identify conflicts, they try to locally build the cleanmerge scenarios (merge scenarios without merge conflicts). Since they identify
conflicts only based on the build process status of the merge commit, some false positives can be introduced. For example, the build process of
a merge commit can fail due to previous changes performed in one of its parent commits. In their studies, Kasi and Sarma 4 and Brun et al. 3 do
not clearly explain if they check the build process status of merge parent commits. Similarly, any variation in the environment configuration or an
unavailable dependency could break the build process leading to results that are not entirely consistent with what actually occurred in practice.
Finally, although the authors observe conflict frequency, they do not investigate conflict causes nor resolution patterns as we do here. We are not
aware of previous studies that explore our research questions 2 and 3 in Java projects.

Sung et al. 27 investigate build conflicts, but when changes of different projects are integrated. In this way, conflicts arise when developers change
their project (Edge) and then pull changes from the main project (Chromium) to sync their project with the main development line (upstream). To
detect conflicts, theymanually analyze commits of a C++ project for threemonths and classify conflicts based on their fixes.We also detect conflicts
by a manual analysis in our study, but most of our conflicts are automatically detected (73%); for the conflicts detected by manual analysis, our
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scripts also provide information to guide the analysis and mitigate eventual errors. Although they investigate conflicts in a C++ project and adopt
a different terminology, we do not observe types of changes with substantially more weight than expected, but all conflict causes reported by
them are mapped in our catalogue. They also report Unavailable Symbol is the most recurrent build conflict cause (67%), while the remaining causes
present distributions in conformity with our findings. Furthermore, we report uncovered causes not reported by them like Duplicated Declaration,
Unimplemented Method, and Project Rules.

Just like us, they also evaluate the feasibility of automatically fixing build conflicts for two causes (Unavailable Symbol and Incompatible Types).
In contrast, our prototype supports three causes (Unavailable Symbol, Unimplemented Method, and Duplicated Declaration). For that, they propose a
prototype tool calledMrgBldBrkFixer; for each conflict detected, the tool analyzes the files involved in the conflict using GumTree 42, suggests a fix
for the error, and updates the required files with the fix. Although both prototypes follow a similar methodology, our prototype adopts a process
completely automated, whileMrgBldBrkFixer requires some manual steps done by the developer. For a build conflict caused by a variable rename,
when using MrgBldBrkFixer, the developer must manually inform the missing variable name and the file where that variable should be available.
Our prototype gets this information automatically based on the scripts used to run our study.

Several studies investigate the causes of errors in the build process 33,34,54,26,25,24, but none of them investigate whether these errors are caused
by conflicting contributions and are therefore related to collaboration or coordination breakdowns. Seo et al. 33 investigate build error causes,
categories, and their related frequencies in general, not relating them to integration changes or conflicts as we do here. So they mostly explore the
causes for individual developers’ changes that lead to a broken build but do not study integration conflicts as motivated here. Although they analyze
millions of builds from different projects, they consider projects from a single company. Concerning their error categories, four out of five can be
mapped to our conflict causes. The only difference is the fifth category that is related to syntax errors. We do not consider this kind of problem
as a build conflict because, assuming the parents do not have syntactic errors, a syntactic problem in a merge commit can only result of changes
performed by an integrator right after integration. Thus we consider this category only for build errors caused by post-integration changes. We
also have one conflict cause that has not been observed by them (Project Rules, see Table 3). The way they treat Unavailable Symbol is also different.
While they consider all references to an unavailable element as a single problem, we further classify in three subcategories: classes, methods, and
variables. This new perspective is necessary and valid whenwe think about repair tools and their approaches to fix them, as explained in Section 5.2.
Just adding the missing elements might introduce inconsistencies in the project, resulting in situations such as having two versions of the same
class but in different packages. More importantly, they simply bring the frequencies of each build breakage cause, not performing further analysis
to understand how many of these are actually caused by interfering contributions, nor understanding the structure of the changes that lead to the
breakage and the associated fix.

Some studies have investigated build processes under the perspective of non-deterministic commit 55,56,57. In these cases, different build pro-
cesses associated with a single commit present different results. It may occur due to environment issues, semantic problems, or just by chance.
Although previous studies identified these problems in test failures, they do not occur in our study because of the nature of build conflicts. For
instance, even if a build process presents a broken status, we further analyze the contributions to ensure the conflict build occurrence. So the bro-
ken build status is just a starting point of our analysis. If the contributions are not conflicting with each other, we do not consider this case as a
build conflict.

While Raush et al. 26 list compilation problems as causes of broken builds, Vassallo et al. 25 group errors based on the build process phase that
the error occurs. However, they do not observe if conflicting contributions among developers caused the build error. The studies identify general
problem categories, but they do not go further and analyze each category; for example, compilation problems are classified as a category, but
there are no specific causes. They also do not focus on the resolution patterns adopted to fix these broken builds. Kerzazi et al. 34 present a
study investigating the impact of broken builds on software development. For that, they perform a qualitative and quantitative study. As one of
our findings, the qualitative study reports that the primary cause of broken builds is missing classes (Unavailable Symbol). However, they do not
investigate other causes like we do here and do not present a catalogue of causes. They investigate the costs of broken builds measuring the time
spent to fix the broken build. We measure the cost of broken builds, but instead of checking the time spent, we evaluate the changes performed
to fix the broken build. So they also do not present a catalogue of resolution patterns as we do here.

Finally, Ghaleb et al. 58 investigate general build breakage causes in Travis CI builds. For that, they adopt a similar methodology to our work, as
they analyze GitHub projects linked to Travis CI. Initially, they perform amanual analysis with selected builds to study the breakages’ causes, extract
error messages and categorize the causes. Next, they create heuristics to automate this process. As a result, they report environment factors cause
33% of the breakages. From all environment breakages, 79% are caused by Internal CI errors or Issues related to external services and exceeding limits.
Although we do not focus here on studying environmental causes of broken builds, we use the mentioned causes to filter out merge scenarios
associated with this kind of broken build (see Table 2 in Section 3). Their findings support our claims that we correctly classify build breakages and
discard them when necessary.

Vassallo et al. 59 present BART, a tool that relates to our build conflict repair tool. Initially, the authors investigate how developers could more
easily understand broken build reports. They propose a tool that summarizes the causes of Maven projects’ broken builds and suggests possible
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solutions linking online external resources. Regarding the summarized information of broken builds, both tools adopt a similar approach; for instance,
for a broken build caused by a compilation problem, both tools present, when available, the main cause of the breakage, the class, and the line
where the breakage takes place. However, the tools adopt different approaches when supporting developers. While BART suggests hints to fix
the build breakage based on the build log and possibly searching for solutions online in discussion forums, our tool directly suggests fixes for the
breakage. If the developer accepts the suggestion, the fix is automatically performed without further human intervention.

8 CONCLUSIONS

Although essential for non-small teams, the independence provided by collaborative software development might result in conflicts, and their
negative consequences on product quality and development productivity, when integrating developers’ changes. To better understand part of
these conflicts— the ones revealed by failures when building integrated code— in this study, we investigate, through three research questions,
their frequency, structure, and adopted resolution patterns, deriving novel catalogues of build conflicts. Only the first question, related to conflict
frequency, had been explored before for Java projects, but in a much more restricted context.

Our conflict frequency results reveal build conflicts occur less frequently than reported by previous studies. However, we eliminate threats,
which related studies are not aware. We analyze and justify that, highlighting the differences in the experiment design and showing that our results
are more conservative and complement previous results because of the focus on a rather different kind of sample. Besides the frequency results, we
find and classify build conflict causes and their resolution patterns, deriving two novel conflict catalogues. We also find and analyze build failures
caused by immediate post-integration changes, which are often performed with the aim of fixing merge conflicts. Most build conflicts are caused
by missing declarations removed or renamed by one developer but referenced by the changes of another developer. These conflicts are often
resolved by updating the dangling reference. To resolve build conflicts, developers often fix the integrated code instead of completely discarding
changes and conservatively restoring the project state to a previous commit. Most fix commits are authored by one of the contributors involved
in the merge scenario.

Based on the catalogue of build conflict causes derived from our study, awareness tools could alert developers about the risk of a number
of conflict situations they currently do not support. Program repair tools could benefit from the derived catalogue of build conflict resolution
patterns, and the study infrastructure, to automatically fix conflicts. We further explore this by developing a prototype program repair tool that
helps developers to resolve some kinds of build conflicts we identified in our study. The current implementation could have automatically fixed
21% of the build conflicts in our sample, if used by the respective development teams.

As future work, we would like to propose further studies with different samples that consider alternative practical contexts. It would also be
interesting to develop or improve assistive tools, as discussed here. Our findings set up improvements on assistive tools aiming to avoid build
conflicts and bring ideas of new tools for helping developers treat such problems. Additionally, we would like to evaluate private repositories and
consider different subjects like better merge tools, CI services, and build managers. Finally, we also would like to run a survey with developers to
understand how they observe the conflicts reported here in practice.

Collaborative software development brings some challenges when developers do their tasks, separately and simultaneously. When different
contributions are integrated, conflicts arise, impairing productivity. Conflicts are not only perceived during integration (merge conflicts) but also
during the build process (build conflicts). In this study, we investigated the frequency, causes, and resolution patterns adopted for build conflicts.
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